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To the Editors (Michael A. Glosny and Phillip C. Saunders write):
In “China’s Naval Nationalism: Sources, Prospects, and the U.S. Response,” Robert
Ross seeks to explain why “China will soon embark on a more ambitious maritime pol-
icy, beginning with the construction of a power-projection navy centered on an aircraft
carrier.”1 Ross argues that geopolitical constraints should lead China, a continental
power, to pursue access denial as its optimal maritime strategy. He relies on “naval na-
tionalism” to explain China’s development of naval power-projection capabilities,
which he describes as a suboptimal choice given China’s geopolitical position.
We argue that “naval nationalism” is an underdeveloped and unconvincing explana-
tion for China’s pursuit of expanded naval capabilities. Instead, China’s development
of a limited naval power-projection capability reºects changes in China’s threat envi-
ronment and expanded Chinese national interests created by deeper integration into
the world economy. In our critique, we ªrst identify ºaws in Ross’s geopolitical analy-
sis. Second, we discuss shortcomings in his causal argument. Lastly, we brieºy present
Chinese rationales for the development of limited power-projection capabilities, which
are consistent with a proper understanding of Chinese interests.
a ºawed geopolitical analysis
Ross’s analysis overlooks both recent changes in China’s threat environment and its
global economic integration. In addition, it artiªcially limits Chinese interests and arbi-
trarily restricts the range of potential Chinese naval strategies. As a result, his analysis
underemphasizes China’s increasingly important maritime concerns and interests. This
oversight leads Ross to exaggerate the degree to which geopolitical constraints should
force China to behave as a typical continental power.
First, Ross overlooks recent changes in China’s threat environment. Continental con-
cerns were dominant during most of China’s history and did constrain naval develop-
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ment, leading China to adopt an approach of “attach[ing] importance to land and
treat[ing] the sea as unimportant” (zhongluqinghai).2 Recent improvements in China’s
continental threat environment, however, have reduced constraints on its ability to de-
velop sea power. These constraints should be determined empirically, not assumed
based on geography (p. 48).
Virtually all Chinese and U.S. analysts agree that China’s continental threat environ-
ment has improved dramatically. In the mid-1980s, Chinese leaders shifted the focus of
China’s “military strategic guidelines” (junshi zhanlüe fangzhen) from the Soviet Union
to broader regional threats, placing greater importance on the sea.3 In the post–Cold
War era, China solved all of its land border disputes except those with Bhutan and
India,4 and it stabilized relations with continental neighbors through conªdence-
building measures, strategic partnerships, and regional organizations.5 According to
two Chinese experts, “The security environment on China’s northwest and south-
west land border is the best since 1949 and maybe even the best in China’s history,”
providing China the opportunity to “concentrate its resources on developing sea
power.”6
In addition to downplaying these improvements, Ross exaggerates future threats to
China and overstates the cost of internal security missions. He cites “revived Russian
ground forces,” “[the danger India could present to China] if India should stabilize its
conºict with Pakistan,” and a “united Korea” as potential threats (p. 55). These may be-
come challenges in the long term, but China would have time to adjust. Moreover, al-
though the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) plays a role in frontier defense, internal
security, and other domestic missions,7 it serves as the “last line of defense” with much
less expensive security forces bearing primary responsibility.8
As continental pressures on China have diminished, strategic pressures from the sea
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have become more salient.9 In addition to Taiwan independence, China’s greatest per-
ceived security threats come from the naval and air forces of the United States and its
allies. China has maritime disputes with several neighboring countries, most notably in
the East China Sea and South China Sea. Even Ye Zicheng, whom Ross cites as an advo-
cate of China’s continental orientation, has observed that “currently, the main threats to
China’s national security are from a maritime direction.”10
Second, Ross adopts a narrow conception of China’s national interests that mini-
mizes the impact of China’s integration into the world economy and the expansion of
its national interests. Fundamental changes in the structure of the Chinese economy
have made maritime interests much more important for China’s development and for
regime survival.11 China is now the world’s largest exporter and third largest importer
(behind the United States and Germany). Its trade dependence almost doubled in the
last decade (from 40 percent in 2000 to 73 percent during the 2006–08 period), giving
China the second largest ratio of international trade to gross domestic product in the
world.12 Some 80–90 percent of this trade is carried by ship.13
In his brief discussion of economics, Ross understates China’s dependence on over-
seas oil and dismisses the importance of seaborne energy imports. Although imported
oil represents only 10 percent of China’s total energy consumption, its transportation
and some industrial sectors are completely dependent on it. China’s growing demand
for energy is projected to increase the country’s dependence on imported oil from ap-
proximately 50 percent today to 75 percent by 2030.14 Ross suggests that an “increasing
share” of China’s imported oil will come from overland sources, but 86 percent of its oil
imports currently arrive by ship.15 In 2007 China also became a net importer of gas. Pro-
jected growth in China’s overall gas demand will also increase its dependence on im-
ported gas, much of which will be carried by liqueªed natural gas tankers.16
Ross suggests that only extremist naval nationalists view China’s national interests
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as expanding. Yet Chinese leaders and researchers regularly acknowledge the growing
importance of “overseas interests” (haiwai liyi) as a result of increases in trade, overseas
investment, Chinese companies “going out” (zouchuqu), and Chinese citizens living
abroad.17 These issues have become an important focus of ofªcial meetings on China’s
foreign affairs. Moreover, expanding the focus from national security to regime security
highlights the connection that Chinese leaders see between continued economic growth
and regime survival.
Most recent geopolitical analyses by Chinese military ofªcers and civilian strategists
explicitly take these changes into account. These experts, as a result, often refer to
China as both a land power and a sea power. Other characterizations include “land-sea
hybrid country” (luhai fuhe guojia), “nation of both sea and land” (hailu jianbei guojia),
and “continental and coastal country” (dalu binhai guojia).18
Third, Ross arbitrarily restricts the range of China’s potential naval strategies. His re-
alist focus on great power war leads him to emphasize the question of whether coun-
tries can build a “battle-capable surface ºeet” (p. 54) able to reach “military parity with
the [dominant] maritime power” (p. 53). This implies that naval power-projection capa-
bilities have value only if they produce supremacy over the most powerful maritime
adversary. This all-or-nothing approach overlooks the potential utility of a more limited
power-projection capability that could protect signiªcant Chinese interests. China (like
most countries) is concerned about a range of maritime threats, many of which do not
involve the United States.
naval nationalism: an unconvincing explanation
Given that his geopolitical framework cannot explain China’s development of naval
power-projection capabilities, Ross instead relies on “naval nationalism” as the expla-
nation.19 We agree that nationalism may play a role in increasing support for China’s
naval buildup, but Ross’s argument about its causal role is underdeveloped and the
limited evidence he presents unpersuasive. Ross offers no explicit deªnition of nation-
alism and appears to lump all supporters of Chinese efforts to build an aircraft carrier
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in the nationalist camp. By characterizing all Chinese pro-carrier arguments as nation-
alist, Ross makes it impossible to determine the relative importance of nationalism as a
causal factor.
Ross mentions two causal pathways through which nationalism can drive policy de-
cisions: (1) elite prestige strategies to distract the masses, and (2) popular nationalism
pressuring policymakers. The elite prestige strategies pathway suggests that govern-
ments try to “shore up [their] prestige at home by seeking victories abroad.”20 The liter-
ature on Chinese nationalism suggests that if China faced a domestic crisis, the
leadership might lean more heavily on nationalism to bolster its legitimacy, which
could potentially cause China to become belligerent.21 Despite recent domestic pres-
sures in China, we do not see problems so severe that the regime would be forced to
rely on extreme prestige strategies. Empirical evidence in the international relations lit-
erature supporting this phenomenon is mixed and contradictory; this view also ignores
the possibility that governments can develop other sources of legitimacy, such as eco-
nomic growth.22 Moreover, the literature suggests that elites are most likely to resort to
prestige strategies during domestic political transitions, a condition that does not exist
in the case of China.
The popular nationalism pathway suggests that nationalist pressures can drive gov-
ernments to adopt assertive and belligerent policies. This proactive conception of
Chinese nationalism, however, contradicts the dominant interpretation of Chinese na-
tionalism as reactive, and as a constraining inºuence on policy.23 Even Peter Gries and
Susan Shirk, among those most worried about Chinese nationalism, believe that the
effect of popular nationalism in China would be to constrain choices and make com-
promises more difªcult.24 Moreover, this vision of popular nationalism driving policy
also contradicts the international relations literature, which argues that public opinion
can constrain policy by setting limits on possible options, but it rarely if ever drives or
determines policy.25
A major analytical problem is that although Ross frames his article in terms of
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China’s move to a “more ambitious maritime policy” (p. 46), he does not identify a spe-
ciªc policy decision or describe a decisionmaking process for which nationalism could
be one of many potential explanations. Ross provides little evidence of nationalism
driving the expansion of the PLA Navy (PLAN), and he offers no other examples in
which nationalism has forced Chinese leaders to take belligerent actions. China’s lack
of transparency makes such analysis difªcult, but Ross’s limited evidence provides
only minimal support for his causal argument. His strongest evidence comes from
interviews with individuals who may or may not have information about China’s
decisionmaking process. He writes, “Chinese academics, government analysts, and
military ofªcers believe that in this nationalist environment, it will be difªcult for
Chinese leaders to continue to defer construction of China’s ªrst aircraft carrier without
degrading their nationalist credentials” (p. 64). He also writes, “A senior Chinese intel-
ligence ofªcer remarked that the leadership can ‘hardly resist the pressure’ from soci-
ety” (ibid.). These statements appear to be based on speculation rather than insider
knowledge of the actual decision process or evidence of how nationalism drove that
process.
Finally, Ross offers no compelling explanation for why, in his view, nationalism has
forced the Chinese leadership’s hand this time but not on previous occasions. Chinese
popular nationalism has spiked repeatedly over the last twenty years and has regularly
included appeals to develop an aircraft carrier; yet past waves of nationalism did not
force China to build a carrier or push Chinese leaders to adopt aggressive policies.26
Given this history, Ross needs to provide a better explanation for why nationalist forces
have supposedly overwhelmed the leadership this time.
chinese rationales for a limited power-projection capability
Ross characterizes a Chinese decision to develop aircraft carriers as a transition to a
“carrier-centered navy” (pp. 61, 80). We believe that the PLAN is much more likely to
develop a limited power-projection capability that increases China’s ability to defend
regional interests in contingencies not involving the United States, to protect expanding
overseas interests, to perform nontraditional missions, to conduct military diplomacy,
to demonstrate international responsibility, and to increase China’s prestige. Such a
limited power-projection force is unlikely to include more than a few aircraft carriers or
to be organized into carrier strike groups challenging the U.S. Navy for control of the
sea. Ross’s focus on a “carrier-centered navy” and deªning the utility of naval forces in
terms of challenging the U.S. Navy leads him to dismiss such rationales.
Chinese authors make a number of arguments consistent with this kind of limited
power-projection force. They not only cite the maritime threats discussed above but
also point to new demands on the PLA to protect China’s expanding overseas interests.
Hu Jintao’s 2004 “New Historic Missions” (xin de lishi shiming) and increasing emphasis
on “nonwar military operations” (feizhanzheng junshi xingdong) directed the PLA to un-
dertake a range of nontraditional security operations. These new missions and tasks re-
quire new capabilities, including some power-projection capabilities.27
Ross explicitly dismisses two missions prominent in Chinese arguments in support
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of a limited power-projection capability that could protect sea lines of communication
(SLOCs) and defend maritime sovereignty. We agree that a limited PLAN power-
projection force could not defend Chinese SLOCs against the U.S. Navy, but a carrier
might help to deter potential threats from Japan, India, and pirates. Ross is also uncon-
vinced by Chinese arguments about defending China’s maritime sovereignty because
he expects U.S. intervention in any conºict. The United States is not a direct claimant in
these disputes, however, and it has deªned its interests in terms of freedom of naviga-
tion rather than taking a position on underlying sovereignty disputes. China could
hope to develop sufªcient naval power-projection capabilities to prevent others from
challenging Chinese sovereignty and seizing resources.28
Although Ross focuses exclusively on war-ªghting and traditional security mis-
sions, PLA ofªcers offer a broader list of potential roles for naval power-projection
capabilities. These include humanitarian assistance and disaster relief, counterpiracy,
noncombatant evacuation, peacekeeping operations, antiterrorism, military diplo-
macy, peacetime presence, and crisis response.29 PLA ofªcers and experts repeatedly
cite the ºexibility (jidongxing) of an aircraft carrier as an important advantage.30
A limited power-projection capability could also help to demonstrate that China is a
responsible major power willing to take on more international burdens as it becomes
more powerful. The 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami appears to have been a turning point in
the Chinese leadership’s support for an aircraft carrier. The U.S. Navy’s rapid assis-
tance not only highlighted the political value of naval forces, but also showed that
China had a long way to go before it could participate effectively in such missions.31
Some power-projection capabilities are a prerequisite for China to assume greater inter-
national responsibility, share international burdens, and provide global public goods.32
China’s 2008 deployment of four ships to participate in counterpiracy operations in the
Gulf of Aden showed how even a limited power-projection capability could pay inter-
national dividends.
PLA ofªcers acknowledge that if China tried to use its aircraft carriers against the
U.S. Navy, they would be “sitting ducks” or “easy targets,” and that it would be “sui-
cidal.” As a result, they emphasize limited power-projection capabilities that could pro-
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tect a range of Chinese interests in a permissive environment and that would be less
likely to undermine China’s diplomatic relations.33 Even many of the experts that Ross
characterizes as naval nationalists argue that China’s sea power should not be aimed at
challenging the United States or establishing hegemony, but instead should be “lim-
ited” (youxian).34 Liu Zhongmin, an advocate of naval modernization from China’s
Ocean University, argues that China should “promote the development of sea power in
a cautious and orderly manner.”35
Ross criticizes China’s naval nationalists for paying insufªcient attention to geopo-
litical constraints, but many of them explicitly recognize these constraints. Chinese
experts recognize the potential dangers of facing threats from the land and sea simulta-
neously, and they see more beneªts and fewer risks from building a limited power-
projection naval force than one aimed at challenging the maritime hegemon.36 Even Ye
Zicheng suggests that China’s continental orientation “does not exclude making naval
construction more prominent in the current stage,” arguing that China should “develop
from a land power with weak sea power into a land power with strong sea power.”37
To secure funds in an environment of interservice and intraservice resource competi-
tion, PLAN leaders and others in China’s “naval lobby” have tied PLAN moderniza-
tion to these new taskings and broader leadership priorities. PLAN Cmdr. Wu Shengli
has emphasized the navy’s unique role in military diplomacy and the protection of
overseas interests.38 Others have linked PLAN modernization to China’s economic de-
velopment, rise to world power status, and “the great revival of the Chinese nation”
(zhonghua minzu de weida fuxing).39 Chinese nationalists are one part of a domestic coali-
tion pushing for PLAN development, but by conºating the naval lobby with national-
ism, Ross oversimpliªes this coalition and gives the nationalists too much credit.40
conclusion
We agree with Ross that geography is a potential constraint on China’s ability to
develop naval power, but its constraining effect has declined as continental threats have
eased and as threats to China’s expanding maritime interests have become more sa-
lient. We also agree that nationalist support would play some role in a likely Chinese
decision to build a few aircraft carriers. We do not view nationalism as the principal
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cause of this decision, however, and Ross presents no direct or persuasive evidence that
this is the case. Ross rightly highlights unrealistic claims about some purported beneªts
of naval modernization in the Chinese debate, but other arguments about the potential
value of a limited naval power-projection capability appear more reasonable, given a
proper understanding of Chinese interests.
Chinese statements and writings on the development of an aircraft carrier and other
maritime issues are part of an ongoing strategic debate about China’s security envi-
ronment, Chinese interests, and appropriate military choices. Explaining China’s de-
fense modernization choices requires a sophisticated and nuanced examination of the
leadership’s decisionmaking process. Such an approach should not only include analy-
sis of how the Chinese government assesses its threat environment and deªnes its inter-
ests, but should also include serious consideration of guns versus butter trade-offs,
civil-military relations, and service politics. China’s limited transparency makes this
type of analysis difªcult, but these are the issues that experts must address to under-
stand and explain China’s military modernization.
Although the limited naval power-projection capability we see as likely would prove
less destabilizing than the “carrier-centered navy” Ross describes, even a limited capa-
bility could produce heightened regional concern and spirals of instability. To minimize
damage to bilateral and regional relations, Chinese civilian and military leaders will
need to explain to a skeptical region why such capabilities are needed and take concrete
measures to show that such a power-projection force not only will be limited and em-





Robert S. Ross Replies:
Michael Glosny and Phillip Saunders have written a thoughtful response to my article
“China’s Naval Nationalism: Sources, Prospects, and the U.S. Response.”1 I am grateful
for their contribution to the literature on the sources of China’s naval policies and for
the opportunity to further develop my thinking on this subject. Glosny and Saunders
critique three broad aspects of my article, which I address below.
the pla and china’s domestic and international security
Glosny and Saunders begin by arguing that after thirty years of economic development
China has developed global interests that require expanded naval capabilities. This is
not a controversial subject. The signiªcant issue is what kind of navy China should de-
velop and whether its emerging global interests require reallocation of scarce ªnancial
resources from current defense priorities to the development of a power-projection ca-
pability dependent on carrier-based airpower.
Glosny and Saunders suggest that because China has recently experienced a benign
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threat environment, it can reallocate its resources to distant-ocean maritime defense.
They argue that the improvement in Chinese border security reºects successful diplo-
macy and cooperation between China and its neighbors. Further, they claim that the
resolution of border disputes allows China to look forward to continued territorial se-
curity. This argument, however, misconstrues the sources of national security. Capabil-
ities, not diplomacy, create security. In this respect, border disputes do not cause
security conºicts. Rather, security conºicts cause border disputes. Many border dis-
putes remain latent because of the imperative of strategic cooperation. Once relative ca-
pabilities change and security conºict develops, border disputes become salient.
Escalated border conºict is a symptom of conºict, not its cause. This is the history of the
Sino-Soviet border dispute. On the other hand, escalated great power conºict and war
frequently occur despite the absence of border disputes.
The source of China’s overall border security is not successful diplomacy or even the
intrinsic weakness of its neighbors, but rather China’s successful development of its
ground force capability and the corresponding imperative for China’s neighbors of co-
operation with China. For example, the Sino-Vietnamese balance of forces is very differ-
ent today than it was in 1979, when the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) encountered
signiªcant difªculties in its effort to “teach Vietnam a lesson.” This change has com-
pelled Hanoi to cooperate with China’s strategic interests in Indochina. China’s current
allocation of resources and its ground force modernization, not cooperative diplomacy,
contributes to Chinese security. Given that China has thirteen territorial neighbors,
including some with large standing armies, nuclear weapons, or both, as well as in-
creasingly disaffected minorities along its porous inner-Asian frontiers, a signiªcant re-
allocation of resources away from its ground force capability could jeopardize China’s
current advantageous strategic environment.
A similar misunderstanding of the sources of security colors Glosny and Saunders’s
analysis of China’s ability to discount the role of the PLA in maintaining domestic secu-
rity. China is experiencing many of the societal problems associated with rapid and
uneven economic development. This situation has contributed to a decline in the legiti-
macy of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and, in combination with the spread of
personal communication technologies, has contributed to widespread social instability.
Although the domestic challenges to the CCP remain manageable, the future of China’s
authoritarian leadership is uncertain. Indeed, the CCP is acutely aware of the fate of the
communist parties of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, as well as the violent anti-
government demonstrations in Kyrgyzstan in 2010 that led to the exile of President
Kurmanbek Bakiyev and the establishment of a constitutional democracy. At the same
time, the CCP has begun to exercise increasing control over Chinese society. Glosny and
Saunders argue that the PLA is the “last line of defense” against societal and political
instability, but given China’s severely understaffed police and paramilitary force,
should domestic conditions continue to deteriorate, the army could be the only line of
defense. The CCP understands that domestic stability and its long-term survival may
ultimately depend on continued generous funding for the PLA.
getting chinese dependency right
If China possessed vital global security interests, as Glosny and Saunders suggest, then
reallocation of resources to the PLA Navy might be justiªable. Glosny and Saunders’s
analysis of China’s emerging global interests, however, is ºawed and thus overstates
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the strategic value of a power-projection navy. They argue that the United States pres-
ents the greatest challenge to Chinese security, suggesting that China requires ex-
panded naval capabilities to contend with U.S. naval power. The underlying issue,
however, is whether or not Chinese overseas interests require opposing U.S. maritime
power and, if so, whether or not reallocation of resources away from territorial and do-
mestic security to the development of naval power could make China more secure.
Glosny and Saunders misunderstand the importance of seaborne oil imports to
Chinese security. In my article, I wrote that “an increasing share” of oil imports comes
from overland sources. In response, Glosny and Saunders state that 86 percent of
China’s current oil imports arrive by sea; they do not consider the emerging trend
in Chinese dependency on oil imports. Moreover, given China’s extensive use of coal,
hydropower, and other domestic sources of energy, as well as its import of oil and gas
from Central Asia and Russia (which I discuss in my article), Glosny and Saunders’s 86
percent ªgure suggests that China imports less than 8 percent of all of its energy re-
sources by ship. This hardly amounts to Chinese dependence on maritime oil imports.
Glosny and Saunders similarly use misleading ªgures to address China’s future oil
dependency. They write that in 2030 China will import 75 percent of its oil, but the stra-
tegic issue for the development of naval power is the percentage of overall energy re-
sources, not the amount of oil shipped by sea. Glosny and Saunders do not use the
proper statistics to address this issue. An analysis of China’s ongoing emphasis on coal,
of its commitment to the development of hydropower, nuclear power, and other
sources of domestic energy, and of its increasing access to oil imports from Central
Asian countries and Russia indicates that China’s dependence on ship-borne oil im-
ports for its overall energy resources consumption will remain low.2 Energy security is
not nor will it be a rational strategic driver of a Chinese power-projection navy.
Glosny and Saunders also argue that China’s gross domestic product (GDP) is de-
pendent on international trade; yet their measure of dependency does not reºect a stra-
tegic assessment. They cite a World Trade Organization report stating that the value of
total Chinese trade is 73 percent of GDP, but this ªgure is misleading because it in-
cludes imports. Nations depend on exports for economic growth. They also depend on
imports of selected strategic resources for security. Oil is the most important strategic
resource, but as noted above, Chinese dependency on ship-borne oil imports will re-
main low well into the future. Other critical imports, such as strategic metals, can be
stockpiled.
If trade matters to China, it is because of China’s dependency on exports. Glosny and
Saunders, however, do not focus on the value of exports; nor do they analyze the actual
value added that Chinese trade contributes to China’s GDP. At most, China’s value
added to its exports is approximately 45 percent of the absolute value of its exports, so
that the value of exports in China’s GDP is approximately 20 percent.3 This signiªcantly
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lower ªgure is a more accurate measure of Chinese trade dependency than the 73 per-
cent ªgure that Glosny and Saunders use. Thus, despite the worst global economic re-
cession since the 1930s and a signiªcant decline in Chinese exports to both the U.S. and
European markets, China has enjoyed robust economic growth since 2008. With a do-
mestic market of 1.3 billion people and a rising middle class, China’s economic growth
remains primarily domestic driven. Glosny and Saunders exaggerate China’s trade de-
pendence and the economic imperative of expanded naval capabilities.
Glosny and Saunders also cite China’s naval nationalists’ argument that because
China has both long interior borders and a long coast, it is uniquely advantaged to si-
multaneously develop the ground force and naval capabilities of a great power. This ar-
gument turns sound strategic analysis upside down. The development of capabilities
for a second military front necessarily requires the division of resources and a greater
defense burden. This is especially true when one of the two military fronts is a maritime
theater, which requires a signiªcant and potentially debilitating expenditure of re-
sources to develop costly naval capabilities. Glosny and Saunders’s analysis of China’s
strategic constraints is mistaken because the authors uncritically accept the self-serving
arguments of Chinese advocates for expansive naval capabilities.
nationalism and china’s defense policymaking process
Next, Glosny and Saunders critique my analysis of the role of nationalism in China’s
naval policy. First, they argue that the literature on nationalism and foreign policy indi-
cates that prestige strategies are predominantly associated with political transitions.
They are incorrect. It is true that there is signiªcant scholarship that associates great
power use of force with domestic political transitions. Prestige strategies, however, en-
compass more than simply the use of force. My article does not address China’s use of
force. Rather, it addresses the role of nationalism in Chinese defense acquisitions. There
is an extensive literature that explains the expansive naval ambitions of numerous great
powers with the quest for international prestige. In my article, I offer many examples of
this dynamic and many citations. China is simply the latest case.
Second, Glosny and Saunders are critical of my analysis of the role that nationalism
plays in China’s naval policy because I do not explain the elite decisionmaking process
by which nationalism is incorporated into Chinese policymaking. I fully concur, but
such criticism could be leveled at a large proportion of security studies scholars. Deci-
sionmaking in all authoritarian countries and in many democratic countries is not suf-
ªciently transparent to allow detailed research into policymaking regarding the use of
force, deterrence, and weapons acquisition decisions. I sincerely wish I had the materi-
als to enable a detailed understanding of CCP Politburo decisions regarding defense
policy, but I share with both Western scholars and Chinese academics a lack of access to
such materials.
nationalist justiªcations for a chinese aircraft carrier
Finally, Glosny and Saunders argue that China can effectively deploy a power-
projection navy for multiple missions, thus justifying its diversion of ªnancial resources
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from existing priorities to the development of carrier-based naval capability. Glosny
and Saunders concede that China will not be able to use greater naval power to defend
sea-lanes and choke points in the face of superior U.S. capabilities. Its naval capability
is too far behind that of the United States, and it lacks advanced power-projection tech-
nologies. This acknowledgment, however, undermines Glosny and Saunders’s earlier
analysis. The capability to contend with U.S. naval forces would be necessary to defend
the very interests that Glosny and Saunders argue in the ªrst section of their letter cre-
ate the imperative for China naval expansion—alleged Chinese dependency on sea-
borne oil imports and foreign trade. If an expanded Chinese naval capability will be
unable to contend with U.S. naval forces, then it will be unable to guarantee China’s ac-
cess to foreign markets and oil. And if China’s naval development cannot defend such
international economic interests, then its future navy would be reduced to defending
secondary interests, interests that do not require signiªcant maritime air capability and
thus do not explain the diversion of signiªcant resources to the development of a
power-projection navy.
Glosny and Saunders cite Chinese authors to argue that China could use a carrier
force to fulªll secondary missions such as counterpiracy, humanitarian assistance and
disaster relief, and peacekeeping. True, an aircraft carrier can be used for many “non-
traditional” missions, including UN peacekeeping. Far more efªcient and cost-effective
means to conduct such operations are available, however, so that such interests do not
justify the expense of building a carrier and the associated reallocation of resources
from the defense of more vital interests, including the security of the CCP and China’s
territorial security. The United States uses its aircraft carriers for these missions because
it possesses carriers. It did not build them for these missions. Rather, it built and main-
tains its carrier force to deter challenges to its strategic maritime interests and, if neces-
sary, to ªght and win a maritime war. Should China build an aircraft carrier for
secondary, nonstrategic missions, it would be for the associated great power prestige
that would accrue given its mere possession of an aircraft carrier. That China’s naval
nationalists use these humanitarian missions to justify the development of an aircraft
carrier does not make these missions sufªciently important to require China’s realloca-
tion of resources from the defense of pressing security interests. Once again, Glosny
and Saunders are mistaken in their analysis because they too readily accept the self-
serving arguments of Chinese advocates for an expansive naval capability.
If China seeks to fulªll its great power responsibilities and pursue nontraditional se-
curity interests, then Japan presents a model of rational weapons acquisition. Rather
than develop a carrier force, it has constructed an effective and relatively inexpensive
maritime helicopter platform (DDH-161 Hyuga class) that is well suited to such mis-
sions as humanitarian relief and antipiracy. Faced with pressure from both the rise of
mass nationalism and the PLA Navy, however, Chinese leaders have opted to build an
aircraft carrier. They are seeking international prestige, rather than simply the ability to
fulªll China’s reputed humanitarian responsibilities.
Glosny and Saunders also argue that China could use an expanded naval capability
to deal with challenges from regional states, including potential challenges from the
Japanese navy and from declarations of sovereignty by Malaysia and the Philippines to
the Chinese-claimed Spratly Islands in the South China Sea. This analysis also fails
to grasp the role of the U.S. Navy in these countries’ China policies. These local powers
can challenge China because they enjoy the protection of U.S. extended deterrence com-
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mitments, which are based on U.S. maritime supremacy in the western Paciªc and in
the South China Sea. To coerce these countries to acknowledge Chinese territorial
claims, China will have to develop sufªcient naval capabilities to challenge U.S. mari-
time supremacy. Glosny and Saunders acknowledge that this is not a realistic Chinese
objective; yet their suggestion that China could use force against Malaysia and the
Philippines over the disputed islands without risking U.S. engagement fails to grasp
the strategic context of U.S. extended deterrence credibility in East Asia and the likeli-
hood of U.S. intervention to defend these countries from the use of force by China, re-
gardless of the casus belli. My conversations with Chinese security specialists indicate
that Chinese leaders are well aware of the risk of conºict with the United States should
China use force against other claimants to the Spratly Islands.4 Moreover, the Spratly
Islands are strategically and economically worthless, and China has tolerated the chal-
lenges to its sovereignty claim for nearly forty years. Chinese assertions that the PLA
Navy should develop a carrier force to deal with sovereignty challenges from local
powers are the hollow justiªcation of naval nationalists arguing for an a priori policy
preference for aircraft carriers.
naval nationalism and china’s maritime ambitions
Since the end of the Cold War and China’s emergence as a rising economic power,
Chinese leaders have allocated increasing ªnancial resources to the development of a
naval capability. During this same period, they have turned away repeated requests
from the navy to allocate funding to construct an aircraft carrier. Their focus has been
on developing an effective access-denial capability to enhance China’s coastal security,
an effort that has been very successful. China’s acquisition of both Russian and domes-
tically produced diesel submarines and of Russian aircraft and surface-to-air missiles
has made a cost-effective and signiªcant contribution to Chinese security. Its develop-
ment of an antiship ballistic missile capability may further contribute to its coastal wa-
ter defense capability. The success of China’s access-denial strategy is reºected in the
increasing concern of the U.S. Navy regarding the growing difªculty of operating in
the western Paciªc. Thus far, China’s maritime defense policy has been driven by a pru-
dent assessment of Chinese capabilities and interests.
On the other hand, the allocation of signiªcant resources to the development of a
power-projection navy of dubious value will divert Chinese resources from funding for
China’s territorial security and domestic stability missions, as well as from its funding
and deployment of submarines and other weaponry for its access-denial capability. U.S.
naval personnel frequently welcome the development of a Chinese aircraft carrier, inso-
far as construction and deployment of Chinese carriers would divert resources from
China’s effective access-denial capability in favor of a second-rate carrier capability that
would offer an easy wartime target for U.S. forces.
The Chinese people’s nationalist ambition for an aircraft carrier is understandable.
Combined with the persistent PLA Navy’s demands to possess an aircraft carrier, such
naval nationalism is a powerful force driving China’s naval buildup. Similar nationalist
ambitions have driven the capital ship acquisitions of many previous great powers. Af-
ter thirty years of impressive economic growth and the corresponding development of
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national pride, the Chinese people desire the international prestige and status commen-
surate with China’s domestic and international successes. An aircraft carrier would be
one reºection of Chinese success. That such naval ambitions are understandable, how-
ever, does not necessarily make naval expansionism an effective defense policy. That
China’s leadership is intent on developing an aircraft carrier and a maritime power-
projection capability, despite their great expense and limited strategic utility and de-
spite the resource demands of more vital security interests, is a reºection of the leader-
ship’s growing reliance on appeasing widespread nationalist sentiment to maintain its
popular legitimacy and the security of the Chinese Communist Party.
—Robert S. Ross
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts
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